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Firesharkz. Vintage Sample Packs, No.4. The Future Of Music Vol.1. The Orb Beyond (Single Mix) [Future Of Music Mix]. Smokey Mountains. Gabriel Kaid Pyramid (2001) - BIG WAV - 1 WAV - 320 Kb. FOWIX: Vol.1. Bassbricks. New
York Citys underground dance haven, WAX x5 hosted their first event of the
year titled For The Love Of Afterdark: A Versatile Scene and brand new label
sampler, Wax x5 Volume 1, is here to hold you over until the big release on
Halloween. The Wax x5 label has developed a huge following through its
monthly parties, which have hosted such notable artists as Bonobo, Four Tet,
Jezabel, John Maus, J Dilla, Oneman, and more. As well as a healthy debut from
Gutsnight and major releases from Puralfunk, RDU, & Tensnake, the sampler
features a generous selection of songs from the most exciting new artists from
across dance music. Singles from artists across the genres: an avant-house
masterpiece from Analia Moura & Ella, a hazy, dreamy disco gem from Scottie
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Bird, another moody piece from Wiss and soulful beatmaker Ryan Mook are
the highlight of this great selection. NGLY 'Sampler Vol. 1' - Demo Track (2015)
Tracklist: 01. Intro 03. Intruder 03. Basil 05. Shit 06. DIP 06. Grandmaster (the
track was very hard to come up with, but I finally did it after days of struggle)
01. Prelude 02. Moonwalk 03. Postman 04. Second Pentagram 05. Birth of a
Mother 06. Azadi (the hardest track of all; I’m getting better at making harder
track, I guess) 01. Reflections 02. Love 03. Bad Style 04. The Day of the Crush
05. [Breakdown] (the only track I’m not really sure about, the track broke
down, I have to find what I did wrong) 01. Robot 01. Avengine 02. High Bet 03.
All that You Can’t (I loved the beat of this song, and I’m sorry, it’s not a
reference to 80s hip hop track, just like Aquadro Green loves calling me
Aquadro Green and everyone knows it’s a common name, and it’s one of the
best tracks out of all the songs) 01. Disco (the only one track of all, I made it in
2016.) 01. Intersection 02. Black Night 03. Existential 01. Intro 02. Kami Koon
(I created this song months ago; I kept working on it, but it was too hard for
me to finish it; probably never finish it as it’s too hard for me to do it, but I
really want to finish it; this will be my sacrifice for future projects) 01.
Preferential 02. Intersection 03. Sim 01. Human (the only one track in the
project which is in collaboration with other drum & bass artist) 01. Luna 02.
Polaris 03. Darkside (the hardest one track in the project; I have to go to sleep
now, oh yeah, and I’m dead tired) 01. Prophecy 02. Genesis (this track will be
the last track of the project; the only one track remaining, I love this track for
the daydreams, and I’m tired of the world at the moment, but I’m going to do
my best at finishing it as good as I can) 01. Azure 02. Crescent 03. Requiem
5ec8ef588b
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